Creates a fresh memory cell for storage of type θ and initialises it to M . In all cases we would like program behaviour to be preserved.
Solvability 11
In general the problem cannot be solved: reference names are typed!
But it can be attacked in cases when references are used internally, i.e. they are never communicated to the environment.
Hence, we pose the problem for terms We give a full type-theoretic characterisation.
When can ref θ be replaced altogether?
We give a full type-theoretic characterisation. Strategies capture interactions of a program with environments in which it can be placed. First-order state corresponds to visibility.
Strategy composition
We will be interested in decomposition results.
Factorisation result 20
Theorem [Visible factorisation]
For any strategy σ, there exists a strategy σ visible satisfying the visibility condition such that σ = cell u→u ; σ visible .
AHM proved a weaker version of the result: σ had to be finite and the argument used unboundedly many copies of cell u→u .
Delegate visibility violations to Opponent Opponent takes the role of cell u→u · · · o r ⋆ w ok · · · o k r ⋆ w ok · · · o 1 r ⋆ w ok r ⋆ q r q w q r · · · q w q r q w q P Innocence [Hyland, Ong, Nickau] 22
Strengthening of visibility
In an innocent strategy P must not only point at his view, but his responses must solely depend on it. For any visible strategy σ, there exists an innocent strategy σ innocent such that σ = cell int ; σ innocent . When x 1 : θ 1 , · · · , x n : θ n ⊢ M : θ and θ 1 , · · · , θ n , θ are ref-free, bad variables can be eliminated from the language. 
In particular, a single (unit → unit)-valued reference cell suffices for implementing higher-order state.
Visibility distinguishes between first-order and higher-order state.
What types determine plays in which the visibility condition holds for free?
· · · , f : int → · · · → int , · · · ⊢ M : int · · · , f : (int → · · · → int) → int , · · · ⊢ M : int → · · · → int If a piece of code has a type of the above shape then the same effect can be achieved without higher-order state!
